The HS-100 Excel combines high-speed performance with easy operation for exceptional **PACKAGING PRODUCTIVITY**.
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Packages Up To 70 Bags Per Minute

The microprocessor-controlled HS-100 Excel provides high-speed trouble-free packaging with reduced set-up and maintenance requirements for exceptional packaging productivity.

Benefits Summary

- **PRODUCTIVE:** Packages up to 70 bags per minute
- **FLEXIBLE:** Programs up to 24 job set-ups
- **ACCURATE:** Constant web tension indexes bags for precise, positive loading, positioning, opening, sealing, and detaching
- **MODULAR:** Combines with Autobag infeed and printing equipment for integrated in-line operation
- **USER FRIENDLY:** On-board keypad displays and adjusts seal time, packaging rate, and counter parameters; an auto-threader helps make set-up and changeover fast and easy
- **VERSATILE:** Counts and separates sequential strips of attached bags to a pre-set number to meet special packaging requirements
- **RELIABLE:** Integrates ProTech™ sealing process for complete and reliable bag closure, reducing scrap

Applications

- Automotive replacement parts
- Electrical and electronic components
- Hobby and craft products
- Fasteners and connectors
- Hardware and hardline items
- Appliance parts and supplies
- Plumbing and irrigation parts
- Jewelry and novelty items
- Cosmetics and beauty aids
- Wrapped candy and seeds

Technical Specifications

- **Dimensions:** 29 in (74 cm) width
  35 in (89 cm) depth
  33.5-43 in (85-109 cm) height
- **Weight:** 270 lbs (123 kg)
- **Pass-Thru:** 2.5-4.5 in (6.5-11.0 cm)
- **Bag Sizes:** 2.5 in x 2.5 in to 10.5 in x 22 in
  (6.5 cm x 6.5 cm to 27 cm x 56 cm)
- **Bag Thickness:** 1.5-4.0 mil (35-100 microns)
- **Electrical:** 250 Watts
  110/220 VAC (50/60 Hz)
- **Air:** 80 PSI (6 bar)

Automated Packaging Systems, Inc. combines innovative, modular equipment designs, system-matched materials, and the industry's most comprehensive technical support services for long-term packaging solutions that improve productivity and profitability.

1-888-AUTOBAG 1-888-288-6224
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